In the Information Retrieval (IR) field the majority of research up to now approaches all questions in terms of semantic tagging, indexing and feature extraction. Although this is a fundamental step to design any IR system, we believe that also an efficient human machine interface (HMI) can significantly improve the retrieval rate success at the end-user side. In particular, Zoomable User Interfaces (ZUIs) are becoming popular in many applications and devices, thanks to their advantages in terms of usability and appeal to the public. In this paper we propose what we called a "Semantic ZUI", a traditional ZUI enriched with semantic engines that work behind the scenes and design features in order to provide a seamless experience of filesystem browsing. Since users are becoming both consumers and producers of huge amount of untagged content we explore the ZUI potentials by introducing features that focus on multimedia content. We set up the first version of a fully working demo environment with the aim to stimulate the debate in the IR community from the end-user experience point of view.
INTRODUCTION
A common problem in the Multimedia Information Retrieval field is the so-called "Semantic Gap": extracting low-level features from images and audio/video content is by now relatively easy, but translating them to high-level concepts understandable by the end-user is still a challenge [3] . We believe that a well designed user-interface cannot solve but contribute to bridge the "Semantic Gap" between multimedia files and their semantic information value. We chose to build a new prototype of Zoomable User Interface for diverse reasons. ZUIs layout objects of interest in a bi-dimensional Zoomable plane, allowing the user to navigate them. ZUIs use what has been defined as a physics-based perspective, in opposition to traditional GUIs which have metaphor-based approaches [1] . An interface designed with an informational physics strategy is self-describing, whereas metaphors need to be familiar in order to be understood and used. Moreover, the Zoomable design supports scaling and organizing much better than traditional UIs: ZUIs can represent huge amounts of information without the need of scrolling, linking, window overlapping or tabs. Although not very well known to the public, ZUIs have been investigated for the last 20 years. In the academic environment, the first works of Ben Bederson et al [1] brought to Piccolo2D a solid ZUI framework. In commercial applications, we have seen ZUIs rise to fame with Google Earth and Google Maps; Microsoft developed the Silverlight extension DeepZoom. And ZUIs are making their way in many hand-held devices. In the next sections, we will explain the efforts spent on making an advanced filesystem browser, structured as a ZUI, which uses layouts, clustering techniques and feature extraction algorithms for better multimedia retrieval.
THE FILEMAGE BROWSER
The starting point for our work was FileMage, an application which allows browsing a filesystem portion in a Zoomable fashion: files and folders are disposed on an infinite Zoomable plane, nested according to filesystem hierarchy, and the user can navigate inside them in a intuitive manner. FileMage can display text files, images (both scalar and vector), video and audio files, using zoom-dependent representations. FileMage is based on the Piccolo2D framework, which covers most low-level functionalities needed for implementing ZUIs. They are both written in Java and are fully cross-platform. FileMage demonstrates how ZUIs can be effective for browsing large collections of hierarchical data, offering a space efficient visualization, and with its modular architecture, it was a perfect base to study new ways to bring semantics into interfaces.
INTRODUCING SEMANTICS INTO THE ZUI
Our work focused on adding three main features in FileMage: tagging for filtering tasks, automatic organization for hierarchical browsing, and feature extraction to perform content analysis. These features come out from modular engines that work underneath and have been integrated into the ZUI. Despite the modularity of the engines, the integration into one demo enriches the complexity of both the logic model and the development. For example, tagging can be performed manually by the user through speech recognition commands or automatically by engines that look either into the content or the metadata of the files. On the other hand, the development has to integrate the algorithm model of the ZUI based on hierarchical nodes. It is fundamental to discriminate the role of the different tags that are used to perform a pure filtering of the folder from tags that are used hierarchically into the visualization. Then we need a software platform to manage all tags associated to the files (LibValhalla). We will try to describe step by step the phases of our integration.
First, a keyword (or tags) layer was added: files can be associated to one or more keywords, both manually or through automatic keyword extraction. The user can tag a file by writing a keyword or simply using his voice, since a speech recognition engine was integrated in the application. Keywords are automatically extracted from files thanks to the LibValhalla library, a media scanner and parser library able to retrieve files information, from the files themselves and also from internet sources. Filtering can be performed in the same way as tagging: typing a keyword or speaking, using the speech recognition engine. After entering the keywords, nodes which do not possess it fade away. FileMage strictly follows the filesystem hierarchy to organize objects, and in the Semantic ZUI we introduced three alternative organizations. The first one is the keyword layout, which is similar to web tagclouds: rearranging the view by tags displays each keyword as a folder, with related files inside it. Keywords associated to a large number of files are bigger than others, and popular keywords (the ones used the most) are painted in brighter colors. Another organization is the time-based hierarchy, which uses a metadata common to every file: the "last modified" date. Files are shown inside calendar-like widgets, grouping together files last edited in the same day. In this way, it is easy to retrieve a file if you remember when you used it, or to acknowledge the presence of old files not needed anymore. The last automatic layout is the Photobeat view: this layout uses a time-clustering algorithm for personal photographs, which automatically identifies clusters of images belonging to the same event (that is, temporally close to each other). In the ZUI, at a small scale a cluster is represented using thumbnails of representative photos; when enlarged, its content is displayed. To provide more flexibility, it is possible either to switch between organizations or mix them: the user can browse in the filesystem by tags or along the timeline. An organization may perform better with some types of content and not with others, or a user may prefer one method rather than others. We integrated the ViSto (Visual Storyboard) algorithm [2] in the Semantic ZUI: ViSto is able to select representative frames from a video using their color distribution. When a video object has a small size, its storyboard is shown: the storyboard is composed by frames extracted through ViSto and their number depends on the object's scale. Looking at the storyboard, the user can get an overview of the video content. To further demonstrate its flexibility, we realized a "Video Browsing Demo" by integrating a Java applet version of the Semantic ZUI into a client-side web application made with Html, CSS, and Javascript.
CONCLUSIONS
In recent years, user habits and default requirements have evolved dramatically. The market needs new kinds of ZUIs in terms of interactivity, intuitiveness, and semantic approaches. In this work, we aimed at designing a prototype of Semantic Zoomable User Interface to satisfy these needs. To the best of our knowledge, our Semantic ZUI represents the first contribution that integrates audio/visual semantic engines for tagging, organizing, extracting the metadata either already available or from the content itself, into a ZUI for file systems. We hope that this work will contribute to the debate in the Information Retrieval community and encourage a look with a very broad perspective, ranging from semantic algorithms and metadata extraction to application level content presentation design, but still, from the end user's experience point of view.
REQUIREMENTS
The demo requires the Java 6 Runtime Environment to be run, and it is cross-platform (except for the speech recognition engine, by now available only on GNU/Linux). The Java ZUI is not very memory-demanding, so also a not up-to-date system can run it.
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